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CRITICS PICK!  “MYSTICALLY BEAUTIFUL!”
Stephen Holden, New York Times

CRITICS PICK! “This is a haunting puzzle of a movie.”
Alan Scherstuhl, Village Voice

 “It’s a fascinating exploration of the things that 
can thrive in the soil of a jealous mind, fertilized 

by suspicion and a lack of sight.”
Katie Walsh, Los Angeles Times

 “Blind evocatively depicts the small triumphs and 
frustrating defeats of Ingrid’s daily existence.”

-Mark Jenkins, NPR

2014 • 96 mins • Norway • Color 
In Norwegian w/English Subtitles • 16:9 • Not Rated
(For Mature Viewers Only - Contains explicit sexual content)

DVD Cat no. KS2113 - SRP $29.99 
UPC 698452211336

• One of the most acclaimed art-house films of  the year,  
Rottentomatoes.com rating of 97% among 31 National 
Critics

• CRITICS PICK! VILLAGE VOICE, NY TIMES, LA TIMES
• Theatrically released in a dozen key markets including NY, 

Los Angeles, Seattle, and Chicago
• SUNDANCE WINNER – World Cinema Screenwriting Award
• Filmmaker Eskil Vogt wrote the screenplay for the             

recently released LOUDER THAN BOMBS staring Jesse 
Eisenberg, Gabriel Byrne, and Isabelle Huppert

PRESENTS SUNDANCE WINNER BLIND 

a film by ESKIL VOGT
Ingrid (Ellen Dorrit Pettersen) -- lithe, beautiful, and married to an up-and-coming architect-- is a woman contending 
with the recent loss of vision. While attempting to navigate a world without sight, she spends her days reconstructing 
the visual world by writing salacious stories that slowly morph into fantasies about her husband and other characters 
that may or may not actually exist. When real-life crashes into Ingrid’s creations, she must finally come to terms with 
her new reality. Provocative, sexy and deeply-felt, Blind is screenwriter Eskil Vogt’s (Oslo, August 31, Louder Than 
Bombs) highly acclaimed directorial debut.  A critical darling at Sundance, where it won the World Cinema Screen-
writing Award, Blind is a wry, provocative meta-meditation on creativity and the malleability of perception.

 THE MOST ACCLAIMED ARTHOUSE RELEASE OF 2015!


